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News from the Field ~ Thailand 
Elephant Healthcare & Welfare Emergency Lifeline Fund 

Supporting the wellbeing of Asian elephants during the COVID-19 pandemic 
 

Meet a few of Thailand’s unsung ele-heroes!  

Our “Elephant Healthcare and Welfare Emergency Lifeline Fund” has 
been subsidizing the wages of 16 Thai elephant veterinarians, vet 
technicians, nurses, and assistants since April 2020—keeping them 
on the job and employed despite a lack of income from tourism 
sources that normally support their essential work.  

Here, you will meet three of our heroes! 
 
Caring, Sharing…Keeping Elephants Healthy During 
the Pandemic (and Nurturing a Newborn Baby!) 

The Maetaeng Elephant Park & Clinic is located in 
Maetaeng district of Chiang Mai province in Northern Thailand.  
Panida Muanghong, DVM (aka “Dr. Bom”)* is responsible for the  
health and welfare of 64 elephants there with the help of veterinary 
assistants Mr. Kajon Wangpend and Mr. Latoon. As a team, they  
also travel throughout the region as part of the Thai Elephant 
Alliance Association’s network of volunteers, treating sick and  
injured elephants and conducting routine veterinary care wherever 
elephants live. See images on next page. 

Last month, Dr. Bom and her expert team took turns 
monitoring a new-born baby elephant, making sure he 
received sufficient colostrum and helping his mother 
bond with her baby.    

Mr. Kajon and Mr. Latoon cleaned the umbilical cord and observed the 
frequency of the calf feeding, defecating, urinating and sleeping 
(signs that all is well) while also watching how the first-time mother 
interacted with her calf. 

And so, life goes on despite the pandemic.
_________________ 
*Dr. Bom also works alongside other veterinarians from the Elephant and Wildlife  
Research Center, Veterinary Medicine Faculty, Chiang Mai University, and with the 
Elephant Hospital at Lampang, Thai Elephant Conservation Center, National Elephant 
Institute under Forestry Industry Organization.  

 

Dr. Panida Muanghong (“Dr. Bom”)

Mr. Kajon Wangpend, Veterinary Assistant

Mr. Latoon Veterinary Nurse

https://elesentience.wixsite.com/work4wildlife/covid-19-emergency-lifeline-fund
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Of course, none of this would be possible without the 
financial support of our kind and generous donors.    
Thank you! 🧡  

Hollis Burbank-Hammarlund, Dr. Susan Mikota,                                  
Dr. Janine Brown and John Roberts  

🧡  CLICK HERE to learn more or donate to our Elephant Emergency Lifeline Fund                          
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